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Commentary (draft 2.0, 2/17/2011) on Kathleen Akins's “Black and White and

Color” for the Third Annual Consciousness Online conference.

by Pete Mandik, William Paterson University

Kathleen’s paper, as is typical of her work, marshals an enormous amount of

neuroscientific insight in the service of some very interesting philosophical payoff. I’m

largely sympathetic with both her methods and conclusions, and so this commentary ends

up being much more geared toward synopsis than critique. But there will nonetheless be a

few critical, though friendly, moments.

1. Brief statement of the main point

Kathleen Akins suggests a thesis about chromatic vision —her no-rendering

thesis—whereby the processes that mediate between electromagnetic stimulus and

eventual perception of environmental phenomena as being colored proceed without any

intermediary worth regarding as a sensation. This suggestion is supported by way of a

speculative (though highly informed) analogy to a no-rendering thesis about luminance

vision, a thesis for which the lion's share of her paper supplies support.

2. Overview of my commentary

First I say a little about what I take to be contemporary orthodoxy in philosophy of mind

about the pertinent issues, an orthodoxy that Kathleen is rebelling against. (I'm not crazy

about the orthodoxy either, for what it's worth.) Next I sketch out what strike me as the

main lines of thought Kathleen offers in favor of both the chromatic and luminance no-

rendering theses. Finally, I raise some questions and concerns.

3. The philosophical orthodoxy opposed by no-rendering

Here's an orienting sketch about contemporary philmind orthodoxy, call it the Orthodoxy,

that I hope to not be so simplified as to be straw-mannish (or is it “straw-manly”?):

According to the Orthodoxy, when the world makes its impingements upon the mind

(instead of the other way 'round), one or both of two sorts of mental state may be

involved: sensations and judgments. There are various contrasts the Orthodoxy appeals to

in contrasting sensations and judgments, and perhaps not every adherent of the

Orthodoxy will go along with all of them. But anyway, the contrasts are: low level vs.

high level, phenomenal vs. cognitive, nonconceptual vs. conceptual, and determinate vs.

indeterminate. (The relevant determinate/indeterminate contrast is perhaps best illustrated

by a contrast between a hen or hen photo that has a specific number of speckles and a

description of the hen as being speckled that is non-committal about which number is the

number of speckles.)

Further elaborating the Orthodoxy: There are two sorts of property that these mental

states may have in virtue of which they count as mental. The first sort of property is

phenomenality or the having of a quale: a property, perhaps intrinsic, in virtue of which it
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is true of a mental state that there is, in the unwieldy and uninformative parlance of the

Orthodoxy, “something it's like” . The second sort of property is intentionality or

aboutness: a property, perhaps relational, in virtue of which it is true of a mental state that

it represents or is about something. One typical sort of account, perhaps typical enough to

regard as part of the Orthodoxy, of the relation between the two kinds of mental state and

the two kinds of property goes like this: Phenomenality goes more with sensations

whereas intentionality goes more with judgments.

If I'm reading Kathleen correctly, there are two ways in which Kathleen's no-rendering

theses depart from this Orthodoxy. The first and main departure is the denial of a role for

sensations. The second is to reserve a use for notions of what it's like and phenomenology

whereby there need be no sensations for these notions to attach to.

These departures are very much in the spirit of Dennettian qualia-quining: while it may

be true, maybe even platitudinous, that there is something it's like to be impinged upon by

the world via our visual processes, that there is a way our visual mental life appears to

us, the processes involved are some combination high-level, cognitive, conceptual, and

indeterminate. Contra Block, there is no mental paint. Contra Sellars and Rosenthal,

there's nothing mental worth regarding as an impression that serves as an intermediary

between the worldly impingements upon our sensory surfaces and our eventual

judgments about what's out there doing the impinging. Contra Chalmers, there's nothing

red* (pronounced “red star”) in your mind when you see something red in the world.

For what it's worth, I'm a big fan of this sort of view (See my “Color-consciousness

Conceptualism” from last year's Consciousness Online, now forthcoming in

Consciousness and Cognition: www.petemandik.com/philosophy/papers/ccc.pdf ). I

worry, even, that my attributing this sort of view to Kathleen has more to do with my

revolutionary zeal than with a clear-eyed reading of her text. Hopefully it comes out more

clearly in discussion just how far against contemporary orthodoxy Kathleen intends to

push.

4. Main lines of thought in support of the no-rendering theses

First off, here's a quick sketch of Kathleen’s view of how luminance vision and chromatic

vision work.

It helps here to spell this out in terms of commonalities and differences between the two

kinds of vision. It won't do, it must be noted, to say that chromatic vision is for detecting

colors and luminance is for detecting lightness and darkness. Similarly, it won't do to say

that chromatic vision receives only wavelength information as input and luminance vision

receives only intensity information as input. Part of the problem is that the main

respective receptors, cones for chromatic and rods for luminance, are both responsive to

intensity within limited wavelength ranges. It is true of each individual receptor, rod and

cone alike, that it cannot distinguish wavelength from intensity. So it’s not receptor types

that will distinguish chromatic from luminance systems, but the way the receptors are

wired together (and the computations that such wirings enable) that does the trick.
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Chromatic systems involve comparisons between different kinds of receptor, for instance

between short wavelength cones and medium and long wavelength cones (in the blue-

yellow opponency system). Luminance systems involve summations across similar kinds

of receptor.

One upshot of this way of thinking about luminance and chromatic systems is that having

cones as inputs does not alone suffice to make a chromatic system. In fact, systems with

only one kind of cone population may be regarded as luminance systems unto

themselves, albeit luminance systems with a preferred wavelength range. Such different

luminance systems might be usefully analogized to the different uses that distinct color

filters can be put to in black and white photography. Filtering different wavelength ranges

effects different luminance contrasts. A clear luminance contrast revealed in one filtration

scheme may be invisible in another. An advantage conferred by having multiple cone

types isn't so much to see the colors, but instead to have multiple sources of luminance

contrast and thus effect better discrimination of objects from backgrounds. Chromatic

systems, by comparing activations in different receptor populations, are able to

disambiguate wavelength from intensity, and thus effect an additional range of contrasts:

chromatic contrasts in addition to luminance contrasts. The main point of having these

additional sensitivities to contrast are the different avenues thereby accessed to seeing the

edges that demarcate objects from their backgrounds.

Now, chromatic and luminance systems do not serve simply to differentiate object from

ground. They also underwrite the visual perception of the objective properties of objects.

One objective property of objects, the perception of which is underwritten by luminance

systems, is albedo or surface reflectance, roughly the objective basis of the perceptible

lightness and darkness of objects. The computational problem of discerning albedo is

quite difficult, given that the amount of light hitting the eye by itself underdetermines

albedo. This underdetermination may be circumvented if decent information is at hand

about the current illumination and its interaction with other parts of the scene, but this in

turn is likely to involve the contribution of high-level processes sensitive to information

about, among other things, spatial structure and material composition. A similar high-

level circumvention of stimulus underdetermination can be expected for chromatic

systems and the objective basis of object color, spectral surface reflectance.

If the visual discernment  of  figure from ground and the visual discernment of the

objective properties of objects involved rendering, what sort thing would this rendering

be? In the case luminance vision, an imagistic representation of the scene would be

formed, with varying points in a 2-D array signifying different degrees of grey scale -- a

mental picture would be painted using a single can of mental paint.

What's crucial to rendering proposals is their reliance on key features of imagisitic

representations. One key feature involves determinacy. A worldly object, like my cat

Mary, has a determinate size and a determinate shape. It is impossible for Mary to merely

have determinable properties like being sized or being shaped. If she is shaped, there

must be some particular shape that she has. A key feature of imagistic representational

schemes is the representation of determinates by determinates. The blob in the
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photograph that represents Mary itself has a determinate size and determinate shape.

(Exactly which determinate sizes and shapes the photo blobs have to have to represent

Mary accurately is a complex matter and fortunately beside the point.) Another key

feature of imagistic representation is it's lavishness (my terminology, not Kathleen’s). In

an imagistic scheme, size can't be represented without also representing shape and much

else besides. In contrast to the determinacy and lavishness of imagistic schemes,

nonimagistic schemes are indeterminate and sparse (that is, what they represent is

(sometimes) indeterminate and sparse). A language-like scheme can represent Mary as

being the same shape as my other cat, Ernest, while being noncommittal as to which

shape they both have. And it can represent Mary as having a shape while being

noncommittal about her size, color, etc.

3 or maybe 4 reasons Kathleen gives for thinking that luminance vision proceeds without

rendering:

R1. The products of rendering would seem to have very little use. In order to come up

with a rendering, much about the objective world must be discerned on the basis of the

inputs to luminance systems. But once those discernments have been effected, the further

step of cooking up a determinate and lavish representation seems superfluous.

R2. There are certain conditions under which it becomes apparent that conscious visual

perception is indeterminate and sparse, as when two adjacent regions can be seen as

different without it being seen in which this difference consists (they don't look to differ

in lightness). (This sort of example probably has less to do with lack of determinacy than

with lack of lavishness, for what its worth.)

R3. Subjects perceptually distinguish brightness, lightness, and illumination, but such

properties would be smushed together (my terminology, not Kathleen's) if the upshot of

luminance vision was to render an array of greyscale values. A single can of mental paint

seems not up to the task of underwriting the distinctness of the perceptually distinct

properties, brightness, lightness, and illumination.

R4. I don’t feel very confident that I’m reading Kathleen correctly here, but perhaps I

detect a fourth reason for thinking that luminance vision proceeds without rendering. The

reconstructed argument goes something like this. If there were a rendering step, its

product, the sensation, would be the thing, and the only thing, that phenomenality

attached to. Given that such a sensation is some separate thing, an empirical antecedent to

perceiving stuff in the world, it ought to be possible then, given its separateness, for there

to be a rod achromat that sees, but has no sensation. But such a perceiver would then see

without phenomonality, that is, to see without there being anything it’s like to see. But

this is absurd (so goes the argument). So therefore, there is no such thing as separable

phenomenology-bearers. But like I said, I’m not confident that Kathleen intends such an

argument. If however, she does, then here’s an objection: there’s no absurdity here since

unconscious perception (subliminal perception, masked priming stuff, etc) happens lots.
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Phenomenology without rendering

Despite the lack of a rendering process, there is still a basis upon which there is

luminance phenomenology -- there is still something it's like to see via luminance

systems.  Phenomenology goes along with the ways in which luminance systems deliver

representations of the world. The visual perception of a dark piece of coal or a light piece

of chalk is a mental state imbued with phenomenology in virtue of the representations of

the surfaces of the chalk and the coal. Whatever the fully fleshed out story of

phenomenology for luminance vision turns out to be, we should expect it to be consonant

with a story for high level, intentional perception, or seeing as. However, the main

contribution to our total phenomenology that luminance vision supplies is first and

foremost a bunch of information about luminance contrast.

So that's the story about luminance vision. What if chromatic vision turned out similarly?

There’d be three main implications:

A. Just as albedo discernment is likely to marshal many high-level contributions, so is the

discernment of spectral surface reflectance.

B. Chromatic processing's distinctive contribution to our phenomenology is not so much

an addition of color but instead an addition of chromatic information, information that is

first and foremost information concerning chromatic contrast.

C. The eventual use of this chromatic information to see objects as colored will proceed

without a rendering step. There should then be such a thing as indeterminate and sparse

color experiences, for instance seeing a difference between two differently colored

regions without seeing the colors of the regions.

5. Questions/concerns

5.1. I guess there’s supposed to be some difference, for chromatic vision, between seeing

the colors and using information about chromatic contrast.  I don’t quite follow what this

difference is supposed to amount to. It is supposed to be possible, on Kathleen’s account,

to have conscious vision that utilizes chromatic contrast, but does not involve seeing

colors. The phenomenology in such a case is still chromatic, I think Kathleen wants to

say. But here’s another possibility: the phenomenology is visuospatial  and is

chromatically neutral or chromatically empty.

5.2. This is related to 5.1. Presumably (though maybe this is a false presumption) there

can be information encodings and representations none of which are conscious. I don’t

mean to be conducting a zombie thought experiment here, just making a point

acknowledged by several materialistically and empirically respectable theories of

consciousness: not everything mental-representational occurs consciously. I get the

impression, however, that Kathleen wants to attribute phenomenology that is chromatic

in some sense even in cases where, for whatever reason, colors themselves are not
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consciously perceived. But here’s a contrary possibility that seems insufficiently ruled

out: while chromatic representations are causal antecedents to the conscious perception of

shapes or edges, the conscious perceptions themselves are devoid of anything chromatic-

ish. Of course, spelling this sort of thing out either in Kathleen’s favor or in the favor of

the imagined objector will ultimately involve invoking a theory of consciousness. To pick

just one theory, consider a Dennettian brain-fame type of theory. The brain is chock-full

of representations or content-fixations that vary between each other and over time with

respect to their “fame”, something like their degree of influence over the rest of the

cognitive system. On such a model it ought to be possible for a representation that has

only spatial content to have chromatic representations as its causal antecedents AND only

the spatial rep achieves sufficient brain-fame to give rise to phenomenology. Of course,

all I’m doing here is sketching out a theoretical possibility. It would be nice, though it’s

beyond me right now, to spell out some experimental way at getting at these two

theoretically distinct possibilities: Kathleen’s chromatical phenomenology without color

vs. (pretend) Pete’s spatial phenomenology devoid of both color and anything else

chromatical.

5.3. Saving sensations? Here’s some devil’s advocacy on behalf of Orthodoxy’s

adherents. There are lots of things sensations are thought to do in various orthodox

stories, and perhaps Kathleen doesn’t hate all of them. Perhaps, then, there’s a role or two

for sensations after all, but with a strongly revisionist slant. One sort of basis for thinking

that there are sensations, and one that shouldn’t be taken too seriously, is that it’s just

plain (allegedly) intuitively obvious that there as such things as phenomenality-bearing

causal antecedents of perceptual judgments, antecedents that are some combination of

noncognitive, nonconceptual, determinate, and lavish. But a more meritorious (to my

mind) basis for positing  sensations—and I take this to be Sellarsian in spirit—is that

such posits serve to distinguish the genuinely perceptual from mere judgments.

Presumably there’s some sort of important difference between merely thinking that

there’s a green tie in the shop’s display and seeing that there’s a green tie in the shop’s

display. The Sellarsian-ish story is that the presence of certain sensations is what serves

to distinguish the two tie-directed mental episodes. To turn this into a question to direct

toward Kathleen, is there enough of this sort of story that she’d be willing to endorse that

would make her a friend of sensations after all? The story would likely be strongly

revisionary, but perhaps conserve enough of the Orthodoxy to not count as eliminativist.

Well, I’ve really enjoyed this paper. I look forward to discussing this further. As far as

the critical-ish points I raise, to my mind the most interesting one falls under 5.2 above,

but we’ll see what comes up in further discussion!


